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                 Using mind-mapping software of your choice, create a mind map of the different healthcare information technologies and parse it out into different categories. Review the Mind Map document for an examp                Using mind-mapping software of your choice, create a mind map of the different healthcare information technologies and parse it out into different categories. Review the Mind Map document for an examp

                  HIM 500 Module Two Activity Guidelines and Rubric   The goal of this assignment is get a broad view of the technology landscape and what types of technologies are out there.   Using mind -mapping software of your choice, create a mind map of the different h ealthcare information technologies and parse it out into different categories.  Review the Mind M ap document for an example of this assignment. You can use any of the following mind -mapping tools for your assignment or use a tool of  your choice.   MindM eister  MindMup  WiseM apping  FreeM ind   Then, in a Word document, complete the following:  How has the healthcare technology landscape changed?   Are the healthcare technologies used for the same purpose ? Explain.   How can they be used across departments ?   How do healthcare technologies impact the roles across the industry?   Guidelines for Submission: Your mind m ap should be created using free software of your choice. The answers to the questions should be in a Word document  and should be a minimum of 1 page in length. All sources should be cited using APA style .   Critical Elements  Proficient (100% ) Needs Improvement (70% ) Not Evident (0% ) Value   Mind Map  Creates a mind map of the  different healthcare information technologies parsed into different  categories  Creates a mind map of the  different h ealthcare information  technologies parsed into different  categories, but categories are incorrect or missing  Does not create a mind map of  the different healthcare information technologies parsed  into different categories   18  Technology Landscape  Explains how the healthcare technology landscape has changed  Explains how the healthcare technology landscape has changed, but lacks detail or clarity  Does not explain how the healthcare technology landscape has changed  18  Purpose  Explains whether the healthcare technologies are used for the same purpose  Explains whether the healthcare technologies are used for the same purpose, but lacks detail or clarity  Does not explain whether the healthcare technologies are used for the same purpose  18  Departments  Explains how the healthcare technologies can be used across departments  Explains how the healthcare technologies can be used across departments, but lacks detail or clarity  Does not explain how the healthcare technologies can be used across departments  18  Roles  Discusses how healthcare  technologies impact the roles  across the industry  Discusses how healthcare  technologies impact the roles  across the industry, but lacks detail or clarity  Does not discuss how healthcare  technologies impact the roles  across the industry  18  Articulation of Response  Submission is free of errors of organization and grammar   Submission contains errors of organization and grammar , but  errors are limited enough so that  the submission can be understood  Submission contains errors of organization and grammar making the submission difficult to  understand  10  Total  100%   
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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